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Abstract

Most of classification methods including the ones based
on sparse representation (SRC), look at every training sam-
ple and its extracted modalities as a single point in a high
dimensional space and a collection of these points build
the training space used to train the classifier. In a multi-
modality classification problem, there might be lots of re-
dundancies associated with different modalities of the train-
ing data which degrade the performance of the classifier.
This paper considers the problem of multi-modality classi-
fication in a sparse representation framework which sepa-
rately looks at each modality space and builds abstract and
in the same time, precise models with different number of
representatives for each individual modality. An optimiza-
tion is also introduced to solve the classification problem
using these models. In comparison to SRC which directly
uses one modality from the training samples, the proposed
method utilizes multiple abstract modalities to form effi-
cient and comprehensive representation of the data in or-
der to increase both the accuracy and efficiency of the clas-
sification process. Experimental results on face and digit
recognition applications show that the proposed method has
higher recognition rate compared to single-modality as well
as multi-modality methods based on SRC.

1. Introduction

In recent years, classification using sparse representation
(SRC) has been widely used in different machine learning
applications such as computer vision and signal classifica-
tion. Along with the advances of the theory of compressive
sensing [4, 2], SRC classifies unknown test samples by re-
covering a sparse coefficient vector over a set of training
samples via solving an `1-norm optimization problem and
reports interesting results in face recognition [15]. One of
the major limitations of SRC is that it uses all training sam-
ples directly to form its training model (a matrix of training
samples). Therefore, a large number of training samples in-

creases the execution time and space required for the algo-
rithm. [15] suggests to reduce the size of the training matrix
by randomly selecting a subset of training samples. This
solution is not necessarily optimum since there may ex-
ist discriminative information in some samples which have
not been selected. On the other hand, some of the se-
lected samples may contain redundancies and information
overlaps. Over the past few years, a number of comple-
mentary studies proposed to incorporate dictionary learning
(DL) and efficient sample selection methods to substitute
the original training matrix by a smaller and more efficient
set [17, 16, 10, 5]. Some of these approaches are compared
to the original SRC and shown to be more effective on both
performance and accuracy in different applications [11].

Another drawback of SRC relates to its single-modality
viewpoint which has been challenged by Yuan et al. [18]
by proposing Multi-Task Joint Sparse Representation Clas-
sification (MTJSRC). While SRC looks at only one modal-
ity of the samples (e.g. pixel values in face recognition),
MTJSRC employs different aspects of the data and solves
a multi-task optimization problem. It is shown that when
modalities are selected in such a way that they cover differ-
ent aspects of the data space, MTJSRC outperforms SRC
in different applications such as face and object recogni-
tion. Despite the good results reported in [18], similar to
SRC, MTJSRC’s performance degrades with large number
of training samples. This problem is even more intense in
this case since there are multiple training matrices each of
them imposing its own time complexity to the solution. To
tackle this problem, [13] and [12] propose to incorporate
dictionary learning in MTJSRC and reported improved re-
sults on face recognition.

In [15] and [5], each column of the training matrix
is the vectorized version of one original face image. In
[17, 16, 10], each atom of the dictionary is a representa-
tive for the whole training set. All these methods come up
with training matrices whose columns correspond to points
in a high dimensional space. In the multi-modality case of
MTJSRC where multiple matrices are formed for different
modalities, the corresponding columns in all training matri-
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed method.

ces are associated with one single training sample hence can
be interpreted as one high dimensional point. This forces
the number of training representatives in all modalities to
be the same. This paper looks at the classification prob-
lem using a sparse representation framework from a differ-
ent point of view. In the proposed method, modalities are
extracted from the training samples and stored in different
modality matrices which are then separately fed into a dic-
tionary learning or representative selection process (Fig. 1).
This approach allows the number of representatives (dictio-
nary atoms) for each modality to be variable and different
from other modalities depending on the variability of that
specific modality. The classification problem under this set-
ting is mapped into a new optimization and an algorithm
is proposed to recover the coefficient vectors. Experiments
of using the proposed method on face and digit recognition
show improvements in terms of both recognition rate and
computational efficiency. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: section 2 describes the related work; the pro-
posed method is introduced in section 3, experiments and
results are reported in section 4 and finally, section 5 repre-
sents the conclusion.

2. Related Works
2.1. Sparse Representation Classification (SRC)

This method works based on the assumption that, in an
m dimensional space, all samples from a particular class
ideally live on a lower dimensional subspace. Therefore,
given a set of training samples from a particular class, a test
sample from the same class can be approximated as a linear
combination of the training samples. This assumption helps
SRC to map the classification problem of the test sample
from class i (yi ∈ Rm) into the system of linear equations

yi = V x+ ε, (1)

where the matrix V ∈ Rm×n contains the training samples
from C classes i.e. V = [V1, . . . , Vi, . . . , VC ] and Vi ∈
Rm×ni is a sub-matrix including samples from class i (ni

is the number of samples in class i and n =
∑C

i=1 ni). The
entries of the vector x ∈ Rn represent the test sample yi

over V and ε ∈ Rm is the error term. Vector x can be
shown as x = [xT

1 , . . . ,x
T
i , . . . ,x

T
C ]

T where xT
i is a sub-

vector of the coefficients associated with class i. Ideally,
all entries of x are zero except for the ones associated with
class i and accordingly, x = [0, . . . , 0,xT

i , 0, . . . , 0]
T can

be considered as a sparse vector.
Generally, given an unknown test sample y ∈ Rm, the

coefficient vector x̂ can be recovered by solving the well-
known LASSO optimization problem

x̂ = argmin
x

{
1

2
‖y − V x‖22 + λ‖x‖1

}
, (2)

where λ is the sparsity regularizing parameter and ‖·‖1 and
‖·‖2 are the `1 and `2 norm operators, respectively. LASSO
problem can be solved by convex optimization techniques.
In its final step, SRC determines the identity of the test sam-
ple y by selecting the minimal residual value via

î = argmin
i
‖y − Vix̂i‖2. (3)

2.2. Classification with Multitask Joint Sparse Rep-
resentation (MTJSRC)

This algorithm looks at the classification problem when
multiple modalities are available over the samples set. Gen-
eralizing the notation used in previous section, Mk ∈
Rmk×n is the kth modality matrix extracted from the orig-
inal training samples A, yk ∈ Rmk

and xk ∈ Rn refer
to the test sample and coefficient vector associated with the
kth modality, respectively. Equation (1) is then replicated
for each modality i.e. yk

i = Mkxk + εk, k = 1, . . . ,K
and similar to SRC formulation, for each modality k, xk

is a sparse vector with ni non-zero entries associated with
the ith class. By concatenating coefficient vectors from all
modalities, matrix X ∈ Rn×K will be formed as X =
[x1, . . . ,xk, . . . ,xK ] (Fig. 2a) which is a row-sparse ma-
trix, i.e. only its ni rows associated with class i are non-
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Figure 2: Multi-task coefficients representation (a) matrix X in
MTJSRC and (b) array X include vectors with different length af-
ter applying sample reduction to modality matrices. Note that un-
like Xi in (b), Xi in (a) can be represented in a matrix form.

zero. A generalized version of (2), also known as group-
LASSO, is used to recover the coefficient matrix X via

X̂ = argmin
X

{
1

2

K∑
k=1

∥∥yk −Mkxk
∥∥2
2
+ λ‖X‖1,2

}
, (4)

where the mixed `1,2-norm of the matrix X is defined as

‖X‖1,2 =

C∑
i=1

‖Xi‖2, (5)

andXi = [x1
i ,x

2
i , . . . ,x

K
i ] ∈ Rni×K is a sub-matrix of co-

efficients associated with class i (this matrix is highlighted
in Fig. 2a) and ‖·‖2 is the matrix 2-norm operator. Finally,
the label associated with the test sample y is calculated via
a generalized version of (3).

2.3. Dictionary Learning and Sample Selection
Methods

One of the limitations of SRC and MTJSRC is that they
use all the training samples to form training matrices. A
large number of training samples increases the required
space and decreases the speed of the classification algorithm
dramatically. In both studies, it is suggested to randomly se-
lect a subset of samples from the training set and use them
to form a smaller training matrix. Although this approach
results in smaller training matrices and hence faster solu-
tion, it is not optimal since it might ignore useful pieces
of information hidden in the training set. Training matrix
size may be reduced by either selecting a ”good” subset
of training samples [5] or combining the training samples

into a smaller and more compact representation (dictionary)
[17, 16, 10]. Metaface dictionary learning [17] builds sub-
dictionaries for every classes of the training images sepa-
rately (Ais, i = 1, . . . , C). To build these sub-dictionaries,
a multi-variable optimization problem is solved and the fi-
nal dictionary is formed by concatenating sub-dictionaries
(A = [A1, A2, . . . , AC ]) which is then used instead of the
training matrix V in (2) for classification. Fisher Discrim-
ination Dictionary Learning (FDDL) [16] tries to learn a
dictionary by enforcing sparsity and Fisher discrimination
criterion. To amplify the discrimination power, FDDL tries
to minimize and maximize within-class and between-class
scattering, respectively and as a result, it comes up with the
dictionary A which substitutes the training matrix V in (2).
In [10] it is suggested to first cluster the training samples
of each class adaptively. Depending on the variability of
the samples in each class, different number of clusters will
form and the center of these clusters are then selected as
columns of the training matrix. In a different approach, [5]
finds the best representatives among all training samples.
This method which is called Sparse Modeling Representa-
tive Selection (SMRS) solves a convex optimization prob-
lem to find the indices of the best representative of a dataset.
This method is shown to achieve acceptable performance on
video summarization and face and digit recognition.

3. Problem Formulation
In the context of multi-task sparse coding (section 2.2),

all the assumptions and formulations are valid for the cases
where the training model (matrices Mk, k = 1, . . . ,K) di-
rectly formed by the original samples. In this situation,
given the training samples V , different modalities are ex-
tracted from individual samples (columns of V ) and stored
in modality matrices Mk. Therefore each column in any of
modality matrices (M js, j = 1, . . . , C) has a correspond-
ing column in all other modality matrices (Mk′

, k′ 6= j)
and as a result, all modality matrices have equal number of
columns for each class. The corresponding coefficient vec-
tors (xk, k = 1, . . . ,K) and specifically the ones associated
with each class i corresponding to all modalities (xk

i ), are
from equal dimensionality. As a result, the concatenation of
the coefficient vectors over all modalities will form matrix
X ∈ Rn×K which is then recovered by (4) and used for
classification.

Incorporating sample reduction methods (representative
selection or dictionary learning) into MTJSRC to tackle its
limitation on large number of training samples may be ap-
proached in two ways. In the first approach, training sam-
ples are fed into a sample reduction method to come up with
a smaller representation for modality extraction. Here, since
modality matrices come from equal number of columns,
the problem can be approached similar to MTJSRC by di-
rectly applying (4) to recover the sparse coefficients. This
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Figure 3: Number of representatives selected by SMRS on (a) two modalities of 100 classes from FRGC face dataset and (b) 6 modalities
of 10 classes from UCI digit dataset (Datasets are introduced in detail in sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1).

method is shown to be effective in [13] where adaptive
clustering was incorporated in a multi-modality framework.
Despite the interesting results reported for this approach,
due to the different natures of modalities in terms of in-
formation overlaps and redundancies, the optimum num-
ber of representatives may vary among different modali-
ties. To consider this issue, second approach extracts the
modalities Mk, k = 1, . . . ,K from the original training
samples at the first step and then apply sample reduction
methods to come up with abstract modality matrices noted
by Ak, k = 1, . . . ,K. These matrices are then used in
MTJSRC optimization (4) for the coefficient vectors to be
recovered. As an example of these approaches, [12] pro-
poses a multi-modality classification method which uses
Fisher discriminant sample reduction and achieves promis-
ing results on face recognition. In order to be able to use
MTJSRC optimization (4), [12] enforces similar number of
representatives to all modality matrices from similar classes
which can be considered as a limitation of this approach.

In this work, we propose a method in which different
modalities are separately considered for sample reduction
and the number of representatives selected for each modal-
ity depends on the information content and discriminative
power of that modality. By applying sample reduction
methods to the extracted modalities from the training data,
there may be different number of samples for each single
modality in each class (nki 6= nk

′

i , k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K}). For

example, in a face recognition application, after the sample
reduction process, there might be different number of rep-
resentatives for GS and LBP modalities (these modalities
are defined in section 4.1.2) for a specific class. In these
cases, the training matrices associated with each modality
have different number of columns per class and their corre-
sponding coefficient vectors (xk

i s in x1
i ,x

2
i , . . . ,x

K
i ,∀i =

1, . . . , C) are from different dimensionalities. So, they can-
not form a matrix anymore and MTJSRC formulation (4)
can not be employed. Fig. 2b shows the coefficient vectors
for an example of this situation. It can be seen that for a
specific class, coefficient vectors corresponding to different
modalities have different dimensionalities. Fig. 3a shows
the number of samples selected by SMRS sample selection
for two modalities on 100 classes of the FRGC face dataset.
It can be clearly seen that the number of representatives in
each class is different for the two extracted modalities. An-
other example of variation of number of representatives is
shown in Fig. 3b where SMRS was applied to 6 modali-
ties of hand written digits samples from 10 classes (0∼9) of
UCI digit dataset.

In order to incorporate a method to handle modality ma-
trices with different number of atoms, we introduce the 1,2-
normalized mixed norm

‖X‖1,N2
=

C∑
i=1

‖Xi‖N2
=

C∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

∥∥xk
i

∥∥
2

nki
, (6)



Algorithm 1: Modified APG algorithm to solve (7).

repeat
Step 1: Given Ĝt update X̂t+1:
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} do
∇k = −(Ak)Tyk + (Ak)TAkĝk,t;

x̂k,t+1 = ĝk,t − η∇k;

for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C} do

Ωi =
∑K
k=1

‖x̂k,t+1‖
2

nk
i

;

for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} do
x̂k,t+1 = max

(
[1− λη

Ωi
], 0
)

;

Step 2: Given X̂t and X̂t+1 update Ĝt+1:
αt+1 = 2

t+3
;

γ =
αt+1(1−αt)

αt
;

for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} do
ĝk,t+1 = x̂k,t+1 + γ(x̂k,t+1 − x̂k,t);

t← t+ 1;

until Convergence or Maximum Iteration

where Xi represents an array of the coefficient vectors xk
i s

(Xi = {x1
i ,x

2
i , . . . ,x

K
i }) and X = {X1, . . . ,XC}. This

norm is used to enforce sparsity constraint to the multi-task
optimization function which is now reformulated as

X̂ =argmin
X1

2

K∑
k=1

∥∥∥∥∥yk −
C∑
i=1

Ak
i x

k
i

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

+ λ‖X‖1,N2

 . (7)

We derive the solution to the optimization prob-
lem (7) by incorporating a modified version of the
well-known Accelerated Proximal Gradient (APG) algo-
rithm [8, 3] where the coefficient vector array sequence
X̂t and an aggregation vector array sequence Ĝt =
{g1,t1 , . . . , g1,t2 , . . . , gK,t

2 , . . . , gK,t
C } are alternatively up-

dated in two steps. Details of this algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. Here, t is the iteration number and η is the
optimization step size parameter. After convergence of this
solution, the recovered array X is used in

î = argmin
i

K∑
k=1

∥∥∥yk −Ak
i x̂

k
i

∥∥∥
2
. (8)

to find the identity of the unknown test sample y.

4. Experiments
The proposed method is evaluated through several ex-

periments on face and digit recognition. For the sample re-
duction step, we applied adaptive clustering [10] and SMRS

[5] on the modalities extracted from the original data sepa-
rately. Improvements achieved by the multi-modality prop-
erty of the proposed method are first illustrated by compar-
ing it to single-modality SRC-based approaches [15, 10, 5].
The next set of experiments are performed to show the
effectiveness of the proposed method in comparison to
MTJSRC [18]. Algorithms were implemented in MATLAB
7.14 running on a Core 2 Duo 3.00 GHz processor desktop.

4.1. Face Recognition

4.1.1 Datasets

Two face datasets are used to show the effectiveness of the
proposed method. Extended Yale B dataset [7, 6] contains a
total of 2414 grayscale face images from 38 subjects. Im-
ages are captured under various controlled lighting condi-
tions in the laboratory and cropped and normalized into
192×168. Half of the images are randomly selected for
training and the other half for testing. The second set of
face images is selected from the FRGC dataset [9] which
contains a total of 36817 face images from 535 subjects.
100 classes are randomly selected with 50 samples for train-
ing and 30 samples for testing. All samples are normalized
and cropped into 60×60 grayscale images.

4.1.2 Modalities

To show the multi-modality nature of the proposed algo-
rithm, two face modalities are used in the experiments: 1-
gray scale pixel values (GS) and 2- Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) [1]. All face images are resized into 32×32 grayscale
images to make 1024 dimensional vectors as the first modal-
ity. LBP patterns of size 30×30 are then generated and their
900 dimensional vectors are used as the second modality.

Adaptive clustering (AC) algorithm [10] is utilized to
build dictionaries out of the extracted modalities. In this
algorithm, number of clusters formed for each class are
controlled by two input parameters: the maximum within-
cluster sums of point-to-centroid distance (τ ) and maximum
number of clusters (Qmax). These parameters are selected
such that the final dictionaries include average numbers of
2 (only on FRGC), 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 columns per class
for each modality and as a result, the formed dictionaries
on Yale B dataset are of sizes 1024×(152∼456) (GS) and
900×(152∼456) (LBP) and on FRGC dataset are of size
1024×(200∼1200) (GS) and 900×(200∼1200) (LBP).

SMRS algorithm is then applied to the modality matri-
ces of Yale B dataset, where the average number of 9.13
and 11.63 representatives per class were selected on GS and
LBP modalities, respectively. These numbers are 10.15 and
16.20 samples on FRGC dataset.

In the compressive sensing problems (1), (4) and (7), the
training matrix must represent an under-determined system
of equations and this is achieved by a matrix which has more
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Figure 4: Recognition rates of the proposed method comparing to MTJSRC (random selection of samples) and single-modality SRC with
adaptive clustering sample reduction on (a) Yale B and (b) FRGC face datasets.

columns than rows. In other words, the number of represen-
tatives should be larger than the modality dimension, which
is not the case in many classification problems. Dimension-
ality reduction methods are suggested to convert the sys-
tem to an under-determined system of equations [15]. For
the experiments in this section, down-sampling is used to
reduce the GS and LBP modalities dimensionality to 100.
These models are then fed into the proposed optimization
problem (7) and its accuracy is compared to when these
dictionaries are individually used in an SRC framework and
when the multi-modality MTJSRC is applied by a training
matrix of randomly selected samples.

4.1.3 Results

The proposed multi-modality method with uneven modal-
ity matrices from two sample reduction approaches (M-AC
and M-SMRS) is evaluated against the single-modality SRC
methods of [10, 5] (SRC-AC and SRC-SMRS). Fig. 4a
shows the face recognition accuracies for different meth-
ods on Yale B datasets. Single-modality dictionaries (GS

Method
Yale B FRGC

#Reps. Acc.(%) #Reps. Acc.(%)
SRC-AC (GS) 10.05 94.00 11.78 94.83
SRC-AC (LBP) 10.14 96.79 12.24 91.73
SRC-SMRS (GS) 9.13 89.64 10.15 90.17
SRC-SMRS (LBP) 11.63 96.13 16.20 91.57
MTJSRC 10.00 92.94 12.00 68.01

±3.11 ±1.77
M-AC 10.10 98.03 12.01 96.00
M-SMRS 10.38 98.77 13.18 95.97

Table 1: Recognition rates and the average number of representa-
tives per class for different classifiers on face datasets.

and LBP) are first generated by adaptive clustering algo-
rithm with different number of representatives per class and
independently imposed to the original SRC for final clas-
sification. These two dictionaries are then used in the pro-
posed optimization (7) simultaneously to classify unknown
test samples. In the next experiment, MTJSRC randomly
selects samples from the original training set, extract modal-
ities and classifies test samples through its multi-modality
framework. Random selection on samples is repeated 10
times and the average and standard deviation of the recog-
nition rates are reported. Fig. 4b shows the results from
similar experiments on FRGC dataset. It can be seen that
especially for smaller dictionaries, the proposed method
improves the recognition accuracy on both datasets com-
paring to other SRC-based classifiers. As an example, to
achieve about 95% accuracy on Yale B dataset, M-AC needs
training matrices as small as ≈4 columns per class, while
SRC with LBP dictionary need ≈10 columns per class and
MTJSRC needs dictionaries with more than 12 samples per
class. Note that the execution time in all SRC-based meth-
ods directly affected by the number of columns in the train-
ing matrices and this makes our proposed method more ap-
plicable in large scale problems. Table 1 compares the two
variants of the proposed method with SRC and MTJSRC.
For an average of around 10 (Yale B) an 12 (FRGC) samples
per class, it is clearly seen that both the proposed methods
outperforms other classification approaches.

4.2. Digit Recognition

4.2.1 Dataset

The proposed method is evaluated over UCI multi-modality
digit dataset1 with 10 classes of hand written numerals

1Available online at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Multiple+Features

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Multiple+Features
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Multiple+Features
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Figure 5: Recognition rates achieved by the proposed method
comparing to MTJSRC (random selection of samples) with train-
ing matrices with different sizes on UCI digit dataset.

(0∼9) extracted from a collection of Dutch utility maps. A
slightly different version of the database is used in [14]. 200
samples per class (totally 2000) are available among which,
100 samples are selected for training and the rest for testing.

4.2.2 Modalities

The size of the original images are 30×48 and there are 6
different modalities available: 76 Fourier coefficients of the
character shapes (FOU), 216 profile correlations (FAC), 64
Karhunen-Love coefficients (KAR), 240 (15×16) pixel av-
erages in 2×3 windows (PIX), 47 Zernike moments (ZER)
and 6 morphological features (MOR).

Similar to face recognition experiments, adaptive clus-
tering with different parameters is used as the first approach
to reduce the number of samples for all modalities. SMRS is
also applied where an average of 10.60, 18.80, 19.50, 2.40,
19.30 and 10.60 samples per class are selected among all
the training data on the modalities 1∼6, respectively. For
dimensionality reduction process, random projection is em-
ployed on modalities 1, 2, 3 and 5 where these vectors are
randomly projected to 25 dimensional vectors. Pixel value
image (Modality 4) is down-sampled into a 5×5 (25 dimen-
sional) image and the last 6 dimensional modality is directly
used for classification.

4.2.3 Results

Two proposed approaches are employed for the experiments
on UCI digit recognition and the corresponding results are
reflected in Table 2. 12 different training matrices are built
by applying adaptive clustering and SMRS on the available
6 features. These matrices are individually used in SRC
framework and then simultaneously fed into our proposed
method. Results confirm that the proposed multi-modality
methods outperforms single-modality SRC in all trials with

the recognition rates of 96.90% and 93.60% for M-AC and
M-SMRS, respectively. MTJSRC is then applied to the
original training data and achieves an average of 90.92%
recognition rate out of its 10 training sample selections (14
samples per class). The last experiments (MTJSRC and two
proposed methods) are also repeated for different training
matrix sizes and Fig. 5 reflects the corresponding results.
It can be seen that M-AC achieves outstanding recognition
rate of 96.50% by employing dictionaries as small as ≈40
atoms, while MTJSRC achieves an average of 91.28% even
when it uses 200 atoms in its training matrices.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a novel approach for sparse cod-
ing classification problem where multiple modalities with
different number of representatives are incorporated by ap-
plying sample reduction methods on the training data. In
this method, training samples are first subjected to modality
extraction and then a sample reduction algorithm applied
to come up with a well-representative combination out of
each modality. Due to the intrinsic information variability
among different modalities, each of them will be assigned
with different number of representatives. These represen-
tatives are then form un-even matrices which are used as
training models in a multi-modality framework which clas-
sifies unknown test samples. An objective function is then
introduced which imposes `1,N2 -norm sparsity on the co-
efficient vectors associated with different classes. An op-
timization algorithm is also proposed to recover these co-
efficient vectors which are then used in the next step for
classification. Two variants of the proposed method are in-
troduced by employing adaptive clustering and SMRS. The
former, individually clusters the data in each modality of
one class and then use the cluster centers as the represen-
tatives for that class. The number of clusters depends on
the variability and discrimination power of that modality in
that specific class. On the other hand, SMRS selects the
most representative samples among all training data. Ex-
periments on two common applications of face and digit
recognition confirm that, even when they use more abstract
models, both variants of the proposed method classify the
test samples with higher recognition rates in comparison
to SRC when uses single-modality reduced sample matri-
ces. It is also shown that the proposed method outperforms
MTJSRC approach where modalities from the training data
are directly utilized as training matrices for classification.
The proposed approach is applicable in most real-life situa-
tions where a large number of training data with redundan-
cies are available.



Method #Reps. Acc.(%) Method #Reps. Acc.(%)
SRC-AC (FAC) 13.80 89.50 SRC-SMRS (FAC) 10.60 86.00
SRC-AC (FOU) 15.20 70.40 SRC-SMRS (FOU) 18.80 68.70
SRC-AC (KAR) 14.50 89.30 SRC-SMRS (KAR) 19.50 86.40
SRC-AC (MOR) 12.80 51.30 SRC-SMRS (MOR) 2.40 36.60
SRC-AC (PIX) 13.70 93.40 SRC-SMRS (PIX) 19.30 93.30
SRC-AC (ZER) 15.00 78.10 SRC-SMRS (ZER) 10.60 73.20
MTJSRC 14.00 90.92 M-AC 14.10 96.90

±0.70 M-SMRS 13.50 93.60

Table 2: Recognition rates and the average number of representatives per class for different classification approaches on UCI digit dataset.
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